

























































































How to Regulate Parody through the Theory of Fair Use Doctrine  
in Copyright Law 
──The Comparative Study of America, Japan and China 
  
Tong Xiaomin 





As a type of literary work, parody has been developing with a long history. Because 
of its special characteristics that a parody to be effective, the audience must recognize 
the connection between parody and original work, it requires some deliberate copying 
of the original and usually such copying is deemed more than “substantial taking” of 
the original work within the scope of copyright law. The special characteristic in 
parody makes it impossible to be existed. On the other hand, the reasons such as 
parody as a distinctive genre, the freedom of expression arise the discussion that it 
ought to be afforded special treatment under the law, and, if so, how to regulate it.    
 
In the United States, the theory of fair use is applied to regulate parody since the first 
parody case, Benny v. Loew's Incorporated, which was happened in 1958. In 1976, the 
theory of fair use is stipulated in copyright law in Title 17 Section 107, which is called 
as fair use doctrine. The Court applies four factors provided in Section 107 in judging 
parody case. In Japan, until now the main method to deal with parody case is moral 
right related provisions. We find that it is very difficult for Japan to solve the problem. 
However, there are specific provisions of limitations on copyright in Japanese 
Copyright Law and there are also cases related to the concept of fair use doctrine in 
Japanese court. We can see there is discussion between parody and fair use doctrine 
when the first parody case which is happened in Japan, though finally the focus is on 
the moral right discussion. In China, there is the concept of fair use doctrine, but the 
vague definition of fair use doctrine and rare parody related cases make it much more 
difficult for Chinese court to regulate parody under such circumstance. 
 
The aim of this thesis is to find how to regulate parody through the theory of fair use 
doctrine among the United States, Japan and China in the field of copyright law, so 
that the current copyright law can balance the relationship between the right of parody 
and copyright.  
 
This thesis analyzes the situations of how each country solves and regulates parody 
respectively. The main solution to parody problem in the United States is fair use 
doctrine. Since the fair use doctrine is a general stipulation of limitations on copyright, 
the uncertainty and instability factor is very strong in case decision. What’s more is 
that although there are four factors to judge parody cases, which the court claims the 
four factors do not weigh against each other, there is doubt if the four factors are 
really used equally to judge case, especially, in this thesis, the parody case. For Japan, 
there is no definition to parody and there are not too many cases about parody 
happened in Japan. From the limited cases, the court puts forward the elements in 
deciding the parody case. However, the elements do not take the nature of parody and 
the purpose and manner of exploiting the original work into consideration. In addition, 
the application of citation or adaptation in parody problem is also not clear at present. 
The situation of parody in China is that no real parody cases go to the court and that 
some of the lawsuits just become reconcilable between the parties. However, the 
parody related events caused the academic’s attention. And the basic concept of fair 
use system to solve parody is not clear under Chinese legislative and also the elements 
in citation and adaption are not clear at present. The unclearness makes the position of 
parody in a confused condition.   
 
Through the comparative study on the regulation of parody among three countries, the 
conclusive chapter will show that to regulate parody, the most important element is 
the nature and character of the parody. 
    
 
 



